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" and then-f&u- just as it was getting light, I looked w down k3, 000 feet

below and saw the waters gleaming, -e4-at the first light hit the waters

but I couldn't &go down there 3,000 feet, parts c bc. I wait on kuntil

the sun ' came ock over the tide, and the minute that the sun came ctxx

over.. ad-I got in the shade of the tree a d stepped out of the sun, because

I knew that if I got thoroughly dehydrated...1 se4-]c lay there...

and over there I saw a place where it was broken, ..and it was only about

10 minutes walk from where I sat, and figured oc how I could lx. .and then

the sun came over and lxthea-disappeared, and the minute the sun was gone

I put my pack on my bad and climbed up over these holders and there at the

top there was a little ... level that reachedabout a hundred yards both ways

and above it . .so I looked for a way to get through that sheer strip and . .the

next morning I came to this place and it was about thirty feet and a crack

...and I left my pack down and managed toget my feet min and make my

way up, and then I camedown again divided the pack into two parts and pulled

.and x the sun came up, a n d by this time I began to be dehydrated, I had

nothing to eat for some little time, I took some sugatr out of my pack and

put it in my mouth, it tasEted like sand beca se tI re was no saliva xwhatever

And I ... could get no taste of it. my glasses got dirty and had no moisture

i&whatever to clearn them. I lay there through the day and felt that as soon

as the sun would disappear I would then maxke an attempt to get up through that

crack, I made my way up to the sides, and then I found a little traiixland

followed it, and wiet--went on until it got dark and wm t up through thelimestone

and *then- got on the top of the limestone, and now I could surely . so I lifted
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